CO R E

Affordable Technology.
Fast.
Global Mobility Technology
Built For Small Programs
AssignmentPro Core is global mobility management
solution designed to help small programs move
from spreadsheets to an automated platform in
days. Covering the complete assignment lifecycle,
from preauthorization to compensation, taxes
and repatriation, AssignmentPro Core streamlines
processes and provides real-time visibility to help
improve the experience for mobile employees and
business stakeholders alike.

Why Do I Need It?

How Does It Work?

As global mobility gets more complex, organizations
must be agile with instant data access to ensure the
safety of their global workforce and support the talent
needs of the business. AssignmentPro Core is an
affordable solution that quickly transforms mobility
programs and eliminates the need for laborious
spreadsheets and complex calculation tools. Real-time
dashboards provide instant visibility into the entire
mobile population for smart decision making and an
enhanced employee experience.

Pre-configured for fast implementation, AssignmentPro
Core is a simple and secure system that keeps global
employees on track and mobility programs running
smoothly. Complete with customization tools and
best-practice templates, AssignmentPro Core supports
bespoke business requirements for things such as
assignment letters, common messages, compensation
calculations, and cost estimates. And, with vendor and
HRIS integration, businesses can connect their entire
ecosystem to centralize data and drive efficiencies.

A Comprehensive Solution With Three Plan Options

STANDARD

PREMIER

CUSTOM

Quickly streamline processes
with standard workflow
and automation tools to efficiently
manage global employees.

Get everything in Standard, plus
added flexibility for an improved
experience for employees and
business stakeholders.

Gain more visibility, connectivity
and customizations with an endto-end system that is tailored to
bespoke business processes.

ALL PLANS INCLUDE:
Cost Estimates: Pre-configured cost estimate
templates to help estimate assignment costs.
Document Management: Easily generate mobility
documentation and store everything in one place.
Balance Sheets: Create balance sheets with hypo
tax calculations from the Equus tax engine.
Branding: Add organizational brand colors.
Business Self Service: Allow HR Managers to
initiate moves and obtain key updates.
Dashboards & Analytics: Powerful dashboards
to show trends and highlight issues.
Workflows & Checklists: Best practice
workflows to guide business processes.
Integration: Integrate data with HR system and
vendor systems via the Equus Ecosystem.

ABOUT EQUUS
Equus Software is the global leader in cloud-based global mobility solutions. More
than 2000 organizations around the world rely on Equus tools and technology
to automate mundane, transactional work so that global mobility teams, talent
management professionals and other key stakeholders can focus on adding value
to the business. Founded in 1999, Equus has a proven track record for delivering
cutting-edge solutions, continuous innovation and exceptional customer service.
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